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Physics Motivation

Cross section is a function of 
scale variables x,y,z

ν = E-E’
y = ν /E
x = Q2 /2Mν
z = Eh /ν

z

In 1D world  (no orbital motion)

•quarks polarized if nucleon is polarized→f1,g1,h1
•No azimuthal asymmetries in LO

Transverse spin effects are observable as correlations of 
transverse spin and transverse momentum of quarks.

Describe the complex nucleon structure in terms of quark 
and gluon degrees of freedom using  SIDIS
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SIDIS (γ*p->πX) x-section at leading twist:

kT-even kT-odd
TMD PDFs FFs

Factorization of kT-dependent PDFs proven at low PT
of hadrons (Ji et al Phys.Lett B 597, 299 (2004) ) 

Unpolarized target
Longitudinally pol.
Transversely pol.

The structure functions depend on Q2, xB, z, PhT
Brodsky et al 2006
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Collins effect

L=1

Collins Fragmentation

String fragmenation (Artru)

• L/R SSA generated 
in fragmentation

•Unfavored SSA 
with opposite sign

•No effect in target 
fragmenation

BELLE: Asymmetries in e+e-→h1h2X (H┴
1 H┴

1)
_

Efremov et al. 
Phys.Rev.D. 73,094025 
(2006)

positivity limit
1σ
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Collins fragmentation & Kotzinian-Mulders Asymmetry

•Study the Collins asymmetry with longitudinally polarized target (approved for 60 days) 
will provide independent information on the Collins function.
•Measure the twist-2 Mulders TMD (real part of interference of L=0 and L=1 wave functions)

σUL ~KM

Longitudinally polarized target: 
CLAS at 6 GeV

curves, χQSM
from Efremov et al
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Collins Effect 

σUT ~
Collins

Study the Collins asymmetry for all 3 pions with a transversely polarized 
target will provide independent information on the Collins function.  

=1h −
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CLAS12: Transversity projections

AUT ~
Collins

Simultaneous measurement of, exclusive ρ,ρ+,ω with a transversely polarized target 

Collins function required to extract transversity from  
transverse target SSA measurements
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Longitudinally polarized quarks in the transverse target

Superior beam polarization at JLAB makes feasible ALT
measurement (comes for free with transverse target)

Kotzinian et al. (Phys.Rev. D73,114017 (2006)

=1h −g1T
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Sivers effect 

σUT ~
Sivers

Requires: non-trivial phase from the FSI + interference between different helicity states

=1T −f ⊥

•L/R SSA generated 
in distribution

•Hadrons from 
struck quark have 
the same sign SSA

•Opposite effect in 
target fragmentation
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Sivers function extraction from AUT (π0) does not require information on 
fragmentation function. It is free of HT and diffractive contributions. 

F1T=∑qeq
2f1T

┴q

AUT (π0) on proton and neutron will allow flavor decomposition w/o info on FF.

In large Nc limit:
f1T

u = -f1T
d

Efremov et al
(large xB behavior of 

f1T from GPD E)

CLAS12
projected 

CLAS12
projected 

CLAS12: Sivers effect projections
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Birth and growth of transversity distributions

A.Bacchetta (Frascati-2006)

citation
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Transverse position shift → PT 
(Diehl GPD2006)

Boer-Mulders effect

PT

φS

Collins Effect:  azimuthal modulation 
of the  fragmentation function

φC

Sideways shift in distribution of transversely polarized quarks in the unpolarized 
proton may lead to Collins asymmetry for final state hadrons (Burkardt,Diehl,Hagler)

φS’

φC

Scattered quark 
polarization

Hadron transverse 
momentum

φh

y

x

Lepton 
scattering plane Collins angle

Initial quark 
polarization

P.Haegler (QCDSF)
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Non-perturbative TMD Perturbative region

Collins asymmetry & Boer-Mulders Effect
In the perturbative 
limit  1/PT

2 behavior 
expected (F.Yuan)

•BM cos2φ moment: the only leading twist azimuthal moment for unpolarized target
•PT-dependence of BM asymmetry allows studies of transition from non-perturbative to 
perturbative description  (Unified theory by Ji et al).
•More info will be available from SIDIS (HERMES,COMPASS,ZEUS) and DY (RHIC,GSI)

CLAS12

4<Q2<5 (2000h @ 11 
GeV with 1035sec-1cm-2)

quark-scalar 
diquark model bag model

-
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ALU~ 1/Q (Twist-3)

Measurements of kinematic (x,Q2,z,PT) dependences of beam SSA will 
provide a test of its HT nature and will probe HT distribution functions

Beam SSA: CLAS @ 12 GeV

In jet limit ALU dominated by 
twist-3 T-odd distribution

In the perturbative limit  
1/PT behavior expected
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•Complete azimuthal coverage 
crucial for separation of sinφ, 
sin2φ moments

Target SSA measurements at CLAS

p1sinφ+p2sin2φ

0.12<x<0.48

Q2>1.1 GeV2

PT<1 GeV

ep→e’πX

W2>4 GeV2

0.4<z<0.7
MX>1.4 GeV

y<0.85

CLAS PRELIMINARY

p1= 0.059±0.010
p2=-0.041±0.010

p1=-0.042±0.015
p2=-0.052±0.016

p1=0.082±0.018
p2=0.012±0.019

No indication of Collins effect for π0 (x20 more data expected)
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Flavor decomposition of T-odd f┴ (g┴, f1T┴ )

( ) )z(D)x(fe/yy qq
q

q,q
UU 11

22 21
−

Σ+−∝σ

)()(1 1
2

,

sin zDxxfeyy
Q
MS qq

Lq
qq

LUL
⊥

−
Σ−∝φσ

( ) ( )[ ]4/4)( ,,15
4 udAduAxxf nULpUL

u
L +−+=⊥ ππ

( ) ( )[ ]4/4)( ,,15
4 duAudAxxf pULnUL

d
L +−+=⊥ ππ

With SSA measurements for π++π− and π0 on neutron and proton 
(π=π++π−) assuming Hfav=Hu→π+ ≈ -Hu→π-=-Hunfav

In jet SIDIS  with massless quarks contributions from H1┴ vanish

gauge link 
contribution

L

With H1┴ (π0)≈0 (or measured) target and beam HT SSAs can be 
a valuable source of info on HT T-odd distribution functions
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p┴ = PT – z k┴ + O(k┴2/Q2)

kT-dependent SIDIS

data fit on Cahn effect →μ0
2=0.25GeV2,μD

2=0.2GeV2

EMC (1987) and Fermilab (1993) data
(assuming μ0

u = μ0
d)

Anselmino et al (Phys.Rev D71,074006 (2005)

Precision measurements of  azimuthal moments required to study kinematic and  flavor 
dependences (μ0

u and μ0
d) of transverse momentum distributions of quarks

initial 
quark

scattered quark

produced pion
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Unpolarized target azimuthal asymmetries

Measurements of azimuthal moments in fine bins in x, Q2, z and PΤ for all pions will 
allow studies of flavor dependence of quark transverse momentum distributions.

CLAS 5.7 GeV (preliminary)

M.Osipenko

EMC(280GeV μ)

CLAS@5.7

•Significant cosφ, cos2φ observed 
at large PT with CLAS at 5.7 GeV

eπ+X
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Azimuthal Asymmetries in SIDIS
• Intrinsic transverse momentum of partons (Cahn 1978)

• Higher twists (Berger 1980, Brandenburg et al 1995) 

• Gluon bremsstrahlung (Georgi & Politzer, Mendez 1978) 
at z→1

•Perturbative contribution negligible at low energies
•All known contributions to <cosφ> and <cos2φ> are “flavor blind”
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A1-PT-dependence Anselmino et al. hep-ph/0608048

Analysis of the polarized data, requires detailed knowledge of quark 
transverse momentum dependent distributions from unpolarized data

CLAS PRELIMINARY
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Summary

Measurements of azimuthal moments in pion production in SIDIS provide important 
information on distributions of transverse momentum and polarization of quarks.

Measurement of Collins asymmetry with unpolarized and polarized targets 
provide access to leading twist chirall-odd distribution functions (Boer-Mulders
and transversity distributions)

Measurement of Sivers function in a model independent way and study the FSI

SSA measurements in a wide range of Q2, would allow studies of higher twist 
effects and probe T-odd distributions

SSA measurements in a wide range of PT will allow to study the transition from 
non-perturbative to perturbative description.
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support slides…



23Both Lattice and GPD model calculations confirm large BM function!

Burkardt relation

GPDs

Spin of proton Spin of quark

BM-function bigger 
than Sivers function 
(1.5xf1T

┴)

describe the sideways shift 
in distribution of transversely polarized quarks in 
the unpolarized proton (Diehl,Haegler 2005) Transverse spin-flavor dipole 

moment           from GPDs related  to 
Boer-Mulders TMD (Burkardt 2005) 

BM-distribution and transversity GPDs
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Collins Effect: azimuthal modulation of the  fragmentation function

D(z,PT)=D1(z,PT)+H1┴(z,PT) sin(φh− φS’)

spin of quark flips wrt y-axisφS’ = π-φS sin(φh+φS)

φC

φS

ST
y

x

φh

PT sT

φS’

φC

FUT∞h1H1┴

φS’ = π-φS = π/2-φh

φS

y

x

φh

PT
sT

φS’

φC

sT(p×kT)↔ h1┴

FUU∞h1 ┴H1┴

φS = π/2+φh

sT(q×PT)↔ H1┴

φS’ = π-φS = π-φh

x
sin(2φh)

sT
PT

φh
φC

φS=φh

y

FUL∞h1L H1┴┴
(sTkT)(pSL)↔ h1L

┴

sinφC=sin(φh− φS’)

cos(2φh)

- -
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CLAS12: Mulders TMD projections

Simultaneous measurement of, exclusive ρ,ρ+,ω with a longitudinally 
polarized target important to control the background.

σUL ~KM
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SSA: PT-dependence of sinφ moment 

σsinφ
LU(UL) ~FLU(UL)~ 1/Q (Twist-3)

ALU CLAS @4.3 GeV

Beam and target SSA for π+ are consistent with increase with PT
In the perturbative limit is expected to behave as 1/PT

AUL (CLAS @5.7 GeV) AUT HERMES @27.5 GeV

PRELIMINARY

TMD pQCD
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Azimuthal Asymmetries in semi-exclusive limit

• Higher twists (Berger 1980, Brandenburg et al 1995) 
z→1 dominant contribution u+e- →e- π+ d
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Dominant contribution to meson wave function is the perturbative one gluon 
exchange and approach is valid at factor ~3 lower Q2 than in case of hard 
exclusive scattering (Afanasev & Carlson 1997)
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Missing mass of pions in ep->e’πX

Large  Delta(1232)  contribution makes π-
different (Mx>1.5 GeV applied)

π- π0
π+n

Δ0

Δ++
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SSA: PT-dependence of sinφ moment 

σsinφ
LU(UL) ~FLU(UL)~ 1/Q (Twist-3)

ALU CLAS @4.3 GeV

Beam and target SSA for π+ are consistent with increase with PT
In the perturbative limit is expected to behave as 1/PT

AUL (CLAS @5.7 GeV) AUT HERMES @27.5 GeV

PRELIMINARY

TMD pQCD
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Higher Twist SSAs

Target sinφ SSA (Bacchetta et al. 0405154)

Beam sinφ SSA

In jet SIDIS only contributions ~ D1 survive

Discussed as main sources of SSA 
due to the Collins fragmentation

With H1┴ (π0)≈0 (or measured) Target and Beam SSA can be a 
valuable source of info on HT T-odd distribution functions

The same unknown 
fragmentation function
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Azimuthal moments in SIDIS (1/Q2)
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cos2φ: predictions V.Barone

•Significant asymmetry predicted 
for HERMES and CLAS
•Asymmetry is LT! (not 
decreasing with 1/Q)

BM is the only mechanism with 
sign change from π+ to π-

CLAS
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DY-experiments

E615 Fermilab 80-GeV π-, 252-
GeV π+ (1989) – 36000 muon pairs

NA10(1986) 194-GeV π- tungsten target (145000 events)

QT-muon pair 
transverse momentum
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SIDIS moments: E665

E665 experiment (490 GeV μp-12k, μd-49k)
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SIDIS moments: EMC(1986)

EMC experiment (280 GeV μp-27k)
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SIDIS moments: ZEUS(1999)
ZEUS experiment (38pb-1 ~7700 ev)

Systematics
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